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Abstract. Blended Learning Model was combined learning model between conventional learning (face-to-face method) and digital learning (online method). This research used flipp-blended learning as conventional problem based learning and LMS-Google classroom as digital learning method. Flipp-Blended Learning was promoted learning method on 4.0 industry revolution era. Influence noticed of Blended Learning integrated on mathematics subject for first grade college students was this Research objective. Research method used pseudo-experimental research with post-test only control group design type. Sixty four first grade informatics engineering scholar major was taken as sample for this research. Analyse of examination used Mann-Whitney Test in STATCAL software. Result of this research described that average mathematics test value for scholar whom was taught by combined learning model of Flipp Blended Learning-LMS Google Classroom better than average mathematics test value for scholar whom was taught by conventional learning method. Based on the result, combined learning model of Flipp Blended Learning-LMS Google Classroom was proper to be applied on mathematics learning process in college.
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1 Introduction

Requirement of 21st century learning and industry revolution 4.0 is connecting each other, specially for integrating technology on learning process. Technology integration on learning process all this time only using technology as support learning media and not adjusting thoroughly yet. It’s opposite to industry revolution 4.0 content where technology not only as learning media but also can be combined to learning models [1]. Paradigm transformation in industry revolution 4.0 is learners as connectors, creators, and constructivist. Based on that, Curriculum can be said as website, students as learning and innovation content producer or connection maker. Available information in industry revolution 4.0 development is not only widely open but also instructor has important role as guide to digital learning content and source. Education process is not only focus on learning subject but also using approach in learning method to develop and increase individual education quality; which is explain how to work and live on future efficiently[2].

Blended Learning is one of learning model that explains conventional learning progress step by step, then adds technology on that learning method. Blended Learning also combines traditional learning which is done by telling instruction subject as face to face with learning media based on digital technology. Blended learning gives more space for learning environment efficiently which is combining online learning, tradisional learning, learning...
contents and flexibility learning model, then students can be motivated to increase learning process effectivity [3]–[7]. Face to Face Driver, Flip, Rotation, Online Lab, Flex, dan Online Driver are some types of blended learning model [8]. Researcher chooses Flip-Blended Learning model for using in mathematics learning. Teacher’s experience more preferred is advantage of Flip-Blended Learning model, where learning process more effectively if teacher make learning video than doing talkative learning method. Teacher is expected to adapt with students’ misunderstanding in learning material comprehension and create example for matters that can clarify concept to students. Teacher’s experience also assists in common problem identification that happened in learning process and does discussion among students in class, then through Flip-Blended Learning model application, students’ comprehension about learning subject and students’ interaction is increasing also learning process run more effectively, efficiently and controlled [8], [9]. Blended learning application in mathematics also give good influence to increase students’ mathematics ability [10].

Flip-Blended Learning model that been used on this research is based on LMS-Google Classroom as platform learning system. Platform learning system usage with google classroom on this research because learning system application with google classroom is easy to use for teacher and student. Google classroom is learning management system digital base with complete learning set. User only needs a few configuration to create digital class and develops learning contents as learning material contents or learning evaluation contents [11].

2 Methodology

This research used pseudo-experimental research with post-test only control group design type. Flipp-blended learning LMS google classroom as experimental class and conventional learning class as control class. Research was done during 16 weeks with four hours per weeks for each meeting (64 hours for total of learning time) and four hours per weeks for online meeting via LMS-google classroom. LMS-google classroom was applied alternately with direct learning (face-to-face method). Learning material content, weekly evaluation and final test is prepared on google classroom page. LMS-google classroom also had been used on offline class as learning discussion and enrichment material. Flipp-blended learning model that being used on this research had flexibility application between online learning to offline learning (face-to-face method).

Research result data was obtained from final test as evaluation for each learning class (experimental class and control class). The given evaluation was five question essay and related to common mathematics subject on informatics technic major, Universitas Potensi Utama. Beside through evaluation, research data was also collected through questionnaire of flip-blended learning with LMS-google classroom application. Data had been analysed with descriptive statistical test (mean and standard deviation) and inferential statistics test (independent sample T-Test). Research result was analysed with STATCAL as statistics tools with 0.05 level with two tails test statistic significant value. Homogenity data evaluation used Kolmogorov-Smirnov test and Levene’s Test of Quality for data normality evaluation.
3 Result and Discussion

Students’ mathematicsskill score which was taught by used Flipp-Blended Learning Model with LMS-Google Classroom better than conventional learning model. Post-test average score of students’ mathematicsskill which was taught by Flipp-Blended Learning Model had good category (79.47), while post-test average score of students’ mathematicsskill which was taught by conventional learning model had value for 69.74. Average post-test score distribution of students’ skill is described on Table 1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>Mean</th>
<th>Standard Deviation</th>
<th>N</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Experiment Class</td>
<td>74.47</td>
<td>0.832</td>
<td>33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Control Class</td>
<td>69.74</td>
<td>1.090</td>
<td>31</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Based on Table 1, there was difference about average significant value for two of learning method application. This diversity had greater value than common cases[12]. Distribution of students’ post-test score is described on Figure 1.

Based on boxplot graph above, experimental class post-test value had more disperse distribution data than control class post-test value. It was appropriate to deviation standard value for each learning class (0.832 for experimental class and 1.090 for control class). If distribution data had lower value, then its distribution data was closer to average value, otherwise if distribution had higher value, then it had wider variation data range [12].

Students’ mathematics skill data distribution normality test both in experiment class and control class used Kolmogorov-Smirnov test, while data variance homogeneity test used Levene’s test. Normality and homogeneity calculation result test summary is described on Table 2.
Table 2. Counting result of normality and homogeneity test of students’ mathematics skill on post-test

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>Test of Normality (Kolmogorov-Smirnov)</th>
<th>Test of Homogeneity of Variances (Levene’s Statistic)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Experiment Class</td>
<td>0.1095</td>
<td>0.0027</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Control Class</td>
<td>0.1317</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Students’ mathematics skill post-test result on experiment class and control class had not the same variance (heterogenic or non-homogenic) based on Table 2, because its significant value was smaller than significant standard value 0.05 (0.0027 < 0.05). Both their mathematics skill post-test value on experiment class and control class had normal distribution (0.1095 > 0.05 and 0.1317 > 0.05). Based on summary of data normality and homogeneity calculation result test from Table 2, then it can be concluded that students’ mathematics skill post-test result data was not relevant to analyse used Independent Sample T-Test, but can be analysed by Mann-Whitney Test [13]. It is displayed on Table 3.

Table 3. Counting result summary Mann-Whitney Test between experiment class and control class

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>P-Value without Continuity Correction</th>
<th>0.0001</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>P-Value with Continuity Correction</td>
<td>0.0001</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Based on Mann-Whitney Test result (Table 3), it was showed that P-Value with Continuity Correction was smaller than significant standard value 0.05 (0.0001 < 0.05). It was concluded that average students’ mathematics skill value in experiment class had significantly different value with average students’ mathematics skill value in control class.

Result showed that students’ mathematics skill which was taught used flipp-blended learning model with LMS-google classroom had better influence than conventional learning model. Otherwise, usage of flipp-blended learning model with LMS-google classroom connected technology in learning process. Technology provided a way to support content instruction, as well as an opportunity for teachers to be creative in developing class activities to engage students [14]. LMS-google classroom as a digital learning can made students easier to understand about mathematics materials. Students can created active learning environment. Students can worked together and they had interaction each other. Otherwise, mathematics learning process made more interactively and fun. Flipp-blended learning model with LMS-google classroom was supported by constructivism and constructionism. It was supported by many researchers like Perkins, Piaget and Vygotsky explained that everyone able to build their knowledge thru environment situation. Students can built new education with investigation and interaction on their surroundings [15].

4 Conclusion

Flip-blended learning model application which was combined with LMS-Google Classroom in mathematic learning gave good impact to first grade informatics major college students’ learning result. Good influence is not only showed on mathematics learning result, but also can be seen in learning activity. Students was have more passion and enthusiasm for following lesson while flipp-blended learning model that combined with LMS-Google
Classroom was set. Furthermore, learning situation had been more interesting and interactively due to technology application on learning process. New experience which was obtained made mathematics learning was not scary moment again. Blended learning application on this research was focussed only on flipp type, because of its simplicity and convenience. Also with Google Classroom application as digital learning that is easier for digital class designing suits to learning process requirement. Researcher suggests for developing blended learning model with others learning model or more complex digital learning, then we can get the optimal result for learning method especially for mathematics subject.
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